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Technical Service Notification 

March 11, 2014 

 
This service notification provides additional information to Veeder-Root service network 
and technicians regarding the release of software version 33F for TLS-300, TLS-350 
and TLS-350R consoles.  
   
Service Notification: TSN_2014_03_A 
 
Product Description: TLS-300, TLS-350, and TLS-350R Software Release Version 33F  
 
Part Number: Refer to Appendix I          
 

Function: Version 33F includes software enhancements for the Graphic Remote Display, Water Filter 

Selection, Containment Vacuum Monitoring and Language Update. 
 

Software Enhancements and Modifications 

1. Graphic Remote Display - During the development of software version 33E, the graphic remote display 

feature was removed. In 33F the Graphic Remote Display functionality was reinstated with the exception of 

Remote Display Online Help.  

 

2. Water Filter Selection - The water alarm filter allows the user to select the response time of the water 

alarm during a delivery. In version 33F an additional threshold level “OFF” was implemented. The “OFF” 

level enables users to select programmable time intervals.         

Refer to 576013-623 Rev AE System Setup Manual for further water alarm filters threshold and 

descriptions. See Appendix II for additional Water filter information.  

 

3. Containment Vacuum Monitoring - In version 33F, the direct evacuation schedule was enhanced to 

ensure that locations with “NO VAC ALARM” will activate a “direct evacuation”. Backup generator 

applications are likely candidates to experience this behavior do to infrequent pump operation required to 

replenish the vacuum level. 

 

4. Language Modification - Corrected text format for Finnish Language. 

Release Schedule-  

Software upgrades can be for purchased starting January 20, 2014.  See Appendix I for details. 

Consoles shipped after January 20th, 2014 will be shipped with 33F.  

Manuals: Information can be obtained at: http://www.veeder.com/us/support/ 
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APPENDIX I 
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Appendix II 
 

Water Alarm Delivery Filter Levels: 

  

Low - This is the quickest response to either flooding or water delivery scenarios. The water alarm 

will be reported 3 minutes after the water level has crossed the programmed threshold. A delivery 

may be in progress during this alarm. 

 

Medium - This filter level will disable the water/alarm monitor during a delivery. The delivery 

detection threshold will be set to 25GPM. This will be small enough to detect most deliveries and 

large enough to not mistakenly identify a delivery when water is leaking into a tank during a flooding 

situation. This filter will only be applied to the water alarm.  

 

High - The high level filter will follow the same behavior as the medium level filter. The delivery 

activity detection rate is raised to 6 GPM; roughly equivalent to the current delivery detection rate. 

The maximum Wait Time will be increased to 45 Minutes and the Maximum Height Value will be 

increased to 10 inches 
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